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PowerPoint's built-in slide layouts give you the flexibility and creativity you need to create slideshows that communicate your message clearly and effectively. Here are some tips to help you use slide layouts in workflows and structure information that spans your audience. These instructions apply to PowerPoint 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010; PowerPoint for Microsoft 365, PowerPoint
Online, PowerPoint for Mac, PowerPoint for iPhone, and PowerPoint for Android. When you first open PowerPoint, your screen resembles the image above and includes this area: Slide Pane: Each page of a presentation is called a slide. The new presentation opens with the Title slide in Normal view. The Slide Pane is where you'll add text, pictures, and other screen show
elements that are part of your presentation. Slides tab: This area switches between Slide view and Outline view. Slide view showing a thumbnail of all the slides in your presentation. Outline view showing the hierarchy of text on your slides. Menu: This user interface (UI) section is known as the Ribbon. The ribbon gives you access to all powerpoint features and commands. When
you open a new presentation in PowerPoint, the first slide is the Title slide and contains a text placeholder. To customize the layout of this slide, select the placeholder text and enter a new title and subtitle. To add a new slide to your presentation, choose Home &gt; New Slide. This adds a Title and Content slide layout. This is the default slide layout and contains placeholders for
titles, bullet text, pictures, and illustrations. If you need a different type of slide, select the New Slide down arrow. This opens a menu that contains nine different slide layouts. Select one of these slide layouts to add them to your presentation. When you choose Home &gt; New Slide, a new slide is added using the current slide layout. For example, if the current slide is on the screen
using a Picture With Caption slide layout, the new slide will also sound. The Title and Content slide layout contains placeholders for titles, bullet lists, pictures, and illustrations. To add bulleted text to this slide, select the bullet placeholder and enter your new text. Each time you press Enter, a new bullet appears for the next line of text. To add content other than text to the Title and
Content slide layouts, select icons from a collection of six content types. The different types of content that can be inserted in this slide layout include tables, charts, SmartArt graphics, pictures, online pictures, and videos. If you've created a slide and don't like the layout, change the slide to one of the nine different slide layout options in PowerPoint. View the slides you want to
change in the Slide Pane and choose Layout &gt; Home (in PowerPoint 2019, choose Slide Layout) to see a list available slide location. The current slide layout is highlighted. Pick a different slide layout and the current slide using this new slide layout. Here is a description description built-in slide layouts: Title Slides: Use the title slide at the beginning of your presentation to
introduce your topic. Title and Content: The default slide layouts and most commonly used slide layouts. Section Header: Separate different sections from the same presentation. Two Contents: Use this slide layout to show two columns of text and graphic content. Comparison: Similar to a Two Content slide layout, but this type of slide also includes a title text box above each
content type. Use this type of slide layout to compare the same two types of content types (for example, two different charts). Title Only: Use this slide layout if you only want to place the title on the page, not the title and subtitles. The area under the title is empty so that other content (such as clip art, WordArt, pictures, or charts) can be added as needed. Blank: Blank slide layouts
are often used when pictures or other graphic objects don't need more information. Content With Captions: Contains two columns for text and content. The left column contains placeholders for text. The right column contains placeholders for pictures and illustrations. Picture With Captions: This slide layout is similar to a Content With Caption slide layout. The left side contains text
placeholders and the right side contains placeholders for pictures stored on your computer or cloud account. The Slides tab is located on the left side of the PowerPoint screen. The default setting is Normal and shows what the slide thumbnails look like in your presentation. If you'd rather see the outline of your presentation, choose View &gt; Outline View. Each time you add a
new slide, a miniature version of that slide appears in the Slide Tab on the left side of the screen. Select a thumbnail to place the slide in the Slide Pane for editing. You're not limited to slide layouts when they first appear in PowerPoint. You can add, move, and delete text boxes and other objects at any time on any slide. If none of the slide layouts fit your specific needs, insert a
Blank slide and add a text box or other object to fit the information you want to convey. PowerPoint design templates lend compactness, visual organization, and aesthetic appeal to your presentations. All you have to do is add your own content; the rest has been designed into templates. Although individual slides use different layouts and graphics, templates help the entire
presentation kohere as an interesting package. All versions of powerpoint support templates. Microsoft offers thousands of free professionally designed PowerPoint design templates, all categorized to help you find what you need. Many other sources with varying quality and prices are also available online. Depending on your version of PowerPoint, the program launches directly
to the selector or you can access it through File &gt; New. When you choose a template you like from the Microsoft repository, download it to save the template on your computer. Clicking Clicking file opens PowerPoint, with the template of your choice already loaded and ready to use. Or, if you have a valid Microsoft account, use the template directly in your browser. While
checking templates, see typography, colors, background graphics, layout, and overall feel. Consider how well they work with these factors: Your audience: If you present PowerPoint to a business crowd, safe colors like stability and trust note blue and black. Conventional layout works well in this situation. Likewise, artsier crowds may appreciate more colors and less common
layouts. Your content: Templates should offer enough flexibility to accommodate your copy and graphics. If most of your content is bulleted, for example, look for a template that displays a list in a format that you think is appropriate and pleases your audience. Your branding: If your project is business related, branding is important. Choose a PowerPoint template that aligns with
your logo, graphics, and style. Your image: Matching the design to your identity seems like an obvious suggestion, but it's easy to get it wrong. For example, if you're making a presentation on a highly technical topic, avoid templates with soft colors and graphics, no matter how appealing to you personally; instead, go for something sleek and modern. The audience's perception of
your image will affect how well its members receive your messages. With Pierce Smith PowerPoint slide transitions add production value and a professional look to the presentation when used appropriately. PowerPoint software includes a number of slide transitions. Fading through black is one of the simplest, yet most popular, transitions. When used wisely, transitions can
engage the audience. However, when transitions are over-used, audiences tend to become distracted from presentation content. Although fading can't be technically assigned to the end of the last slide, there's a way to fade at the end of the presentation. Open the Insert menu at the top of the screen, and click New Slide. Place the new slide at the end of the presentation. The
slide order can be seen in the Slide Sorting window, usually located on the left side of your screen. In this window, click and drag the slides to change the order. Right-click on the final slide, and click Background. A window appears with drop-down options for the slide color. Click on black. Click once on the final slide. Open the Slide Show menu at the top of the screen, and
choose Slide Transitions. A window will appear with all the transitions PowerPoint has to offer. Select the Fade Through Black option, and select Slow in the same window. The Slide Master contains fonts, pictures, and backgrounds that appear throughout the presentation. Think of The Slide Master as the design theme for your presentation. There are three different Slide
Masters; Master Notes, Handouts, and most commonly, Slide Slides The information in this article applies to PowerPoint 2019, 2016, 2013, 2010; PowerPoint for Microsoft 365, and PowerPoint for Mac. The default design template for PowerPoint presentations is a regular white slide. This blank slide and the font options for the text placeholders used in it are contained in the Slide
Master. All slides in a presentation are created using fonts, colors, and graphics in the Slide Master. Each new slide you create takes on these aspects. Many colorful preset design templates are included with PowerPoint to make your presentation more attractive. To make global changes to your slides, notes, and handouts, edit the Slide Master instead of each individual slide.
When you want to quickly edit slides and slide layouts in your PowerPoint presentation, use Slide Master view. Go to View and select Slide Master. Editing to a slide master affects each slide in the presentation. Here are some ways to use Slide Master view to edit a Slide Master: Change text formatting. Change the color of text on each slide, not on one slide at a time. Rearrange
placeholder text. Change the position of placeholder text on a slide. Change the background of the slide. Change the background graphic, insert a logo, or add a watermark. If you just want to customize the theme font or color, you don't need to use the Slide Master. Open Design and select a view from the Variants list. When you want to use a design that you created in a Slide
Master in another PowerPoint presentation, save the PowerPoint file as a template. As you start each new presentation with this template, you create a consistent, uniform slideshow, and project a polished image. Pictures.
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